Primary care clinicians' use of standardized psychiatric diagnoses.
Treatment of child mental health (MH) problems should be informed by psychiatric diagnosis. Whether primary care clinicians (PCCs) use standardized psychiatric diagnostic criteria to direct the treatment of child MH problems is unknown. This study investigated PCCs' use of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) criteria during office visits. The data were obtained from 3674 children ages 4-15 years who were recognized as having one or more MH problems during office visits by clinicians participating in the Child Behaviour Study. Parents completed questionnaires before seeing the clinician. Clinicians completed a survey after the visit. The primary outcome was whether PCCs used standardized criteria to generate a diagnosis for children with recognized MH problems. Clinicians used DSM criteria in 23% of visits in which a psychosocial problem was recognized, and 57% of PCCs reported no use of DSM. DSM criteria were used most frequently (38% of visits) when PCCs reported attention problems. Medications were much more likely to be prescribed during visits when PCCs diagnosed using DSM criteria (63% of visits vs. 19% when criteria were not used). However, only 51% of psychotropic medication prescriptions were based on a DSM diagnosis. Clinicians used standardized criteria infrequently, and primarily to diagnose attention problems.